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Abstract

The Kelly Capital Growth Investment Strategy maximizes the expected utility of
final wealth with a Bernoulli logarithmic utility function. In 1956 Kelly showed that
static expected log maximization yields the maximum asymptotic long run growth.
Good properties include minimizing the time to large asymptotic goals, maximizing
the median, and being ahead on average after the first period. Bad properties in-
clude extremely large bets for short term favorable investment situations because the
Arrow-Pratt risk aversion index is essentially zero. Paul Samuelson was a critic of this
approach and I discuss his various points sent in letters he sent me and papers reprinted
in MacLean, Thorp and Ziemba (2011). Samuelson’s criticism is partially responsible
for the current situation that most finance academics and professionals do not recom-
mend Kelly strategies. I was asked to explain this to Fidelity Investments, a major
Boston investment firm influenced by Samuelson at MIT. Should they be using Kelly
and safer fractional Kelly strategies which blend cash with the full Kelly strategy? The
points of Samuelson are theoretically correct and sharpen the theory. They caution
users of this approach to be careful and understand the true characteristics of these
investments including ways to lower the investment exposure. Samuelson’s objections
help us understand the theory better, but they do not detract from numerous valuable
applications..

JEL codes: C02, C61,G11
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Background

The Kelly capital growth criterion which maximizes the expected log of final wealth, pro-
vides the strategy that maximizes long run wealth growth asymptotically for repeated
investments over time. But a shortcoming is its very risky short term behavior because of
log’s essentially zero risk aversion and consequently the large concentrated investments or
bets that it suggests. The criterion is used by many investors, hedge funds, bank trading
departments, sports bettors and its seminal application is to a long sequence of favorable
investment situations.

Since I have a long history with Professor Paul A. Samuelson starting with his papers in
my 1975 book Ziemba and Vickson, he wrote me from time to time on various topics. Paul
was a critic of the theory concerned with the Kelly criterion and how that impacted its
use in practice. Because of Paul’s status, arguably the most important economist of the
last century, people took note of the fact that he was objecting even though they did not
actually know what these objections were. As a consequence of this and other reasons,
the most important being the non-diversification and large investment wagers suggested,
the Kelly strategy is not used much in the investment industry except for investors look-
ing for superior long run performance. Also it is not a standard topic in MBA finance
courses.

My motivation for this paper comes from two sources. First, Paul wrote me three letters
on this topic and his papers objecting to the Kelly criterion are reprinted in my recent
book with Thorp and MacLean. So I wanted to respond to these letters and his papers.
The second reason for this paper was a request from Fidelity Investments in August 2011
in Boston, a multi trillion dollar investment firm, to explain exactly what Samuelson’s
objections to Kelly. Should they be using Kelly strategies and, if so, when and with what
caution. After a five hour session on this and other topics, I think they were convinced
to consider Kelly strategies and did understand the advantages and disadvantages of the
strategy.

The first letter was the correspondence of November 16, 2005 to Professor Elwyn Berlekamp1

and forwarded to me by Samuelson on December 13, 2006. Samuelson sent additional letters
to me on 17 May 2007 and 12 May 2008. Sadly he died before I was able to finish this pa-
per.The letters are downloadable from the web at http://www.williamtziemba.com/support-
materials.html.

My colleague Edward Thorp was the first one to employ this Fortune’s Formula as he
called it to the game of blackjack in his 1960 book Beat the Dealer that changed the way
this game was played once he showed that there was a winning strategy. There are other

1Berlekamp was a main intellectual force in the Renaissance Medallion hedge fund, arguably the world’s
most successful hedge fund, see Gergaud and Ziemba (2012). Later he was a professor of mathematics at
the University of California, Berkeley.
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notable investors who use such strategies in various forms. These include Jim Simons of
the Renaissance Mediallion, arguably the world’s most successful hedge fund manager, who
I taught this approach to in 1992 and Bill Gross, the world’s top bond trader. Others who
behave as if they were full or close to full Kelly investors include George Soros, Warren
Buffett and John Maynard Keynes because the portfolios they hold are very concentrated
in very few assets with huge positions in each asset, monthly performances with many
losses but more gains and their very high long run growth of wealth.

The plan of this paper is as follows: Section 1 describes Samuelson’s objections one by
one in general terms and my response to them aided by some research of Ed Thorp,
David Luenberger and Harry Markowitz all of whom agree with me in this debate with
the deceased giant thinker. Section 2 describes three investors Samuelson posed to me in
letters with the addition of two tail investors that allows us to study risk aversion effects on
portfolio choice. Section 3 describes various applications and endorsements and information
relevant to the actual use of Kelly and fractional Kelly strategies in practice by me and
others. Finally, Section 4 concludes where I argue that Samuelson’s points are basically
valid and sharpen our understanding of these strategies but the Kelly approach, if properly
used, is extremely valuable in many applications.

1 The objections of Professor Paul A. Samuelson to Kelly
capital growth investing

The great economist Paul A. Samuelson was a long time critic of the Kelly strategy which
maximizes the expected logarithm of final wealth, see, for example, Samuelson (1963, 1969,
1979, 1991) and Merton and Samuelson (1974). His four basic objections to Elog investing
were:

Objection 1. It does not maximize expected utility for utility functions other than log.
That is correct and there is no controversy here, Elog maximizes only log utility. Indeed
no utility function can maximize expected utility for other utility functions. Thorp and
Whitley (1972) show that different concave utility functions do indeed produce different
optimal decisions.

Samuelson seemed to imply that Kelly proponents thought that the Kelly strategy max-
imizes for other utility functions but this was neither argued nor implied. It is true that
the expected value of wealth is higher with the Kelly strategy but bad outcomes with low
final wealth are possible.

Mike Stutzer pointed out to me referring to Latané (1959), see also Latané (1978):
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”I think Samuelson was referring to a claim or conjecture (likely a footnote) in
the Latané article. So the real problem is that some of Samuelson’s critiques
were misused by later readers to falsely tar other non-problematic growth op-
timal results in that and other papers.”

In his correspondence with me (private correspondence, 2006, 2007, 2008), Samuelson
seemed to imply that half Kelly (assuming lognormal asset distributions) or u(w) = − 1

w
explains the data better. I agree that in practice, half Kelly is a toned down version of full
Kelly that provides a lot more security to compensate for its loss in long term growth.

Objection 2 Despite the fact that in the long run, E log investors asymptotically domi-
nate all essentially different utility functions it does not follow that an Elog investor will
have good performance. Indeed, no matter how long the investment sequence is and how
favorable the investment situations are, it is possible to lose a lot of money.

In his letters to me, he formulated this as

Theorem (Samuelson): In no run, however long, does Kelly’s Rule effectuate a dominating
retirement next egg.

I agree completely and illustrate this with a simple simulated example in which with a 14%
advantage in each period and many independent wagers over 700 periods it is possible with
no leveraging to lose 98% of one’s initial wealth.

Consider the example described in Table 1. There are five possible investments and if we
bet on any of them, we always have a 14% advantage. The difference between them is that
some have a higher chance of winning and, for some, this chance is smaller. For the latter,
we receive higher odds if we win than for the former. But we always receive 1.14 for each
1 bet on average. Hence we have a favorable game. The optimal expected log utility bet
with one asset (here we either win or lose the bet) equals the edge divided by the odds.2

So for the 1-1 odds bet, the wager is 14% of ones fortune and at 5-1 its only 2.8%. We
bet more when the chance that we will lose our bet is smaller. Also we bet more when the
edge is higher. The bet is linear in the edge so doubling the edge doubles the optimal bet.
However, the bet is non-linear in the chance of losing our money, which is reinvested so
the size of the wager depends more on the chance of losing and less on the edge.

The simulation results shown in Table 2 assume that the investor’s initial wealth is 1000
and that there are 700 investment decision points. The simulation was repeated 1000
times. The numbers in Table 2 are the number of times out of the possible 1000 that

2For one or two assets with fixed odds, take derivatives and solve for the optimal wagers; for multi-
asset bets under constraints; and when portfolio choices affect returns (odds), one must solve a stochastic
nonlinear program which, possibly, is non-concave.
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Table 1: The Investments
Probability of Being Chosen Optimal Kelly

Probability in the Simulation at Bets Fraction
of Winning Odds at Each Decision Point of Current Wealth

0.57 1-1 0.1 0.14
0.38 2-1 0.3 0.07
0.285 3-1 0.3 0.047
0.228 4-1 0.2 0.035
0.19 5-1 0.1 0.028

Source: Ziemba and Hausch (1986)

each particular goal was reached. The first line is with log or Kelly betting, The second
line is half Kelly betting. That is you compute the optimal Kelly wager but then blend it
50-50 with cash. For lognormal investments α-fractional Kelly wagers are equivalent to the
optimal bet obtained from using the concave risk averse, negative power utility function,
−w−β , where α = 1

1−β . For non lognormal assets this is an approximation (see MacLean,
Ziemba and Li, 2005 and Thorp, 2010, 2011). For half Kelly (α = 1/2), β = −1 and the
utility function is w−1 = 1

w . Here the marginal increase in wealth drops off as w2, which
is more conservative than log’s w. Log utility is the case β → −∞, α = 1 and cash is
β → −∞, α = 0.

Table 2: Statistics of the Simulation
Final Wealth Number of times the final wealth out of 1000 trials was
Strategy Min Max Mean Median >500 >1000 >10,000 >50,000 >100,000
Kelly 18 483,883 48,135 17,269 916 870 598 302 166
Half Kelly 145 111,770 13,069 8,043 990 954 480 30 1
Source: Ziemba and Hausch (1986)

A major advantage of full Kelly log utility betting is the 166 in the last column. In fully
16.6% of the 1000 cases in the simulation, the final wealth is more than 100 times as much
as the initial wealth. Also in 302 cases, the final wealth is more than 50 times the initial
wealth. This huge growth in final wealth for log is not shared by the half Kelly strategies,
which have only 1 and 30, respectively, for their 50 and 100 times growth levels. Indeed, log
provides an enormous growth rate but at a price, namely a very high volatility of wealth
levels. That is, the final wealth is very likely to be higher than with other strategies, but the
wealth path will likely be very very bumpy. The maximum, mean, and median statistics
in Table 2 illustrate the enormous gains that log utility strategies usually provide.

Let us now focus on bad outcomes. The first column provides the following remarkable
fact that answers Samuelson’s Objection 2: one can make 700 independent bets of which
the chance of winning each one is at least 19% and usually is much more, having a 14%
advantage on each bet and still turn 1000 into 18, a loss of more than 98%.
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Even with half Kelly, the minimum return over the 1000 simulations of the 700 bets each
with a 14% advantage was 145, a loss of 85.5%. Half Kelly has a 99% chance of not losing
more than half the wealth versus only 91.6% for Kelly. The chance of not being ahead
is almost three times as large for full versus half Kelly. Hence to protect ourselves from
bad scenario outcomes, we need to lower our bets and diversify across many independent
investments.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the highest and lowest final wealth trajectories for full, 3
4 ,

1
2 ,

1
4 and 1

8 Kelly strategies for this example. Most of the gain is in the final 100 of the 700
decision points. Even with these maximum graphs, there is much volatility in the final
wealth with the amount of volatility generally higher with higher Kelly fractions. Indeed
with 3

4 Kelly, there were losses from about decision points 610 to 670.

The final wealth levels are much higher on average, the higher the Kelly fraction. As you
approach full Kelly, the typical final wealth escalates dramatically. This is shown also in
the maximum wealth levels in Table 3.

Table 3: Final Wealth Statistics by Kelly Fraction: Ziemba-Hausch (1986) Model
Kelly Fraction

Statistic 1.0k 0.75k 0.50k 0.25k 0.125k

Max 318854673 4370619 1117424 27067 6330

Mean 524195 70991 19005 4339 2072

Min 4 56 111 513 587

St. Dev. 8033178 242313 41289 2951 650

Skewness 35 11 13 2 1

Kurtosis 1299 155 278 9 2

> 5× 10 1981 2000 2000 2000 2000

102 1965 1996 2000 2000 2000

> 5× 102 1854 1936 1985 2000 2000

> 103 1752 1855 1930 1957 1978

> 104 1175 1185 912 104 0

> 105 479 284 50 0 0

> 10
6

111 17 1 0 0
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(a) Highest

(b) Lowest

Figure 1: Final Wealth Trajectories: Ziemba-Hausch (1986) Model. Source: MacLean,
Thorp, Zhao and Ziemba (2011)
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There is a chance of loss (final wealth is less than the initial $1000) in all cases, even with
700 independent bets each with an edge of 14%. The size of the losses can be large as
shown in the > 50, > 100, and > 500 and columns of Table 3. Figure 1(b) shows these
minimum wealth paths.

If capital is infinitely divisible and there is no leveraging then the Kelly bettor cannot go
bankrupt since one never bets everything (unless the probability of losing anything at all
is zero and the probability of winning is positive). If capital is discrete, then presumably
Kelly bets are rounded down to avoid overbetting, in which case, at least one unit is never
bet. Hence, the worst case with Kelly is to be reduced to one unit, at which point betting
stops. Since fractional Kelly bets less, the result follows for all such strategies. For levered
wagers, that is, betting more than one’s wealth with borrowed money, the investor can lose
much more than their initial wealth and become bankrupt. See MacLean, Thorp, Zhao
and Ziemba (2011).

Further discussion: there are at least three approaches for dynamic investment that one
could consider as stated, for example, by Luenberger (1993):

1. E logw

2. maxEu(w) for u concave for u �= log

3. maxE
∑T

t=1 β
tu(ct), where ct is consumption drawn out of wealth in period t and

0 < β < 1 is a discount factor (Samuelson, 1969)

Many great investors use full Kelly E logw and fractional Kelly αwα, α < 0 successfully;
some examples are discussed in the paper. But this does not mean that they will have
optimal policies for the 2nd and 3rd approaches or will always have positive gains in finite
time. As we saw in the simulated example, E log betting can yield substantial losses even
without leveraging and with leveraging the losses can be many times the initial wealth and
lead to bankruptcy, see MacLean, Thorp, Zhao and Ziemba (2011).

The Kelly strategy maximizes the asymptotic long run growth of the investor’s wealth, and
I agree that this is a Breiman (1961) property.

Objection 3. The Kelly strategy always leads to more wealth than any essentially differ-
ent strategy. I know from the simulations that this is not true since it is possible to have
a large number of very good investments and still lose most of one’s fortune even with-
out leveraging. So this could not be claimed by anyone and Samuelson’s theorem above
demonstrates this.

Luenberger (1993) investigated investors who are only interested in tail returns in the
iid case. In response to Samuelson regarding the long run Kelly behavior, Luenberger
shows when E logWt is optimal (simple utility functions) and when a (E logWt), var logwt)
tradeoff is optimal (compound utility functions).
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Samuelson (1970) showed that there was an accurate log mean-log variance approximation
to concave terminal utility if uncertainty is small and the distributions are compact; see
also Ohlson (1975) on this power expansion approximation. This is because a two term
power expansion to E log will be accurate with compact distributions.

Objection 4. A long run technical criticism of Samuelson articulated in Merton and
Samuelson (1974) while pointing out math errors in Hakansson (1971a) is that limt→∞E(u(wt))
is not an expected utility. So log mean criteria and log mean-log variance criteria are not
consistent with expected utility.

To respond to point 4, I refer to Luenberger (1993).

Luenberger uses compound utility functions that subtract m = E log x1 and deal with the
m = 0 case, and m < 0,m > 0 are dealt with using simple utility functions.

u(w) = lim
t→∞ψ(logwt − tm,m, t)

a.s. m=0

An investor with m = 0 prefers increased variance. The compound utility function is
equivalent to a function of the expected logarithm and variance of the logarithm of wealth,
analogous to mean-variance tradeoff. A tail utility function involving the limits of total
return must be equivalent to a log mean-variance criterion. Thus there is an efficient frontier
just like mean-variance analysis, and the investor chooses a point on this frontier

Luenberger uses a different approach that establishes preferences on infinite sequences of
wealth rather than wealth at a fixed (but later taken to the limit) terminal time.

Simple → tail utility function: u(w) = u(w) if w, and w differ in at most a finite number
of elements.

u(w) = lim
t→∞ρ(wt, t)

ρ(wt, t) = ρ(logwt, t)

u(w) = lim
t→∞ρ(logwt, t)

where ρ is continuous and increasing in wt for each t.

Tail events have probability of either zero or one. The criterion is not expected value
E logw1 but is actually an ”almost sure criterion”. I accept this and conclude that

• E logw is one approach

• maxEu(w) for u concave is another approach, for u �= log
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• maxE
∑T

t=1 β
tu(ct), where ct is consumption drawn out of wealth in period t and

0 < β < 1 is a discount factor (Samuelson, 1969) is yet another approach

This is, of course, a theoretical discussion of the long run properties of Elog investing which
while interesting has little to do with most of the various Kelly applications in long but
finite time.

But there is a bit more. Markowitz (1976, 2006) adds to this in the simple utility function
case. Assuming iid investments in discrete time, as Luenberger did, he shows that

”with probability one, there comes a time such that forever after the wealth
of the investor who rebalances to portfolio P exceeds that of the investor who
rebalances to portfolio Q, surely one can say P does better than Q in the long
run”

where P maximizes E log(1 + rpt ), r
p
t is the return on the portfolio during time t − 1 and

t, and Q is another iid portfolio, possibly correlated with P , where μp = E log(1 + rPt ) >

E log(1 + rQt ).

This, of course, as discussed above

”does not necessarily imply that any particular investor with a finite life and
imminent consumption needs, should invest in P rather than Q. But it seems
an unobjectionable use of language to summarize relationship 17.10 by saying
that portfolio P does better than portfolio Q in the long run (Markowitz (2006,
p 256)”

where 17.10 says that with probability 1, there is a time T0 such that wP
T exceeds wQ

T ever
after, that is

∃T0∀T > T0, wT
P > wT

Q.

Markowitz (1976) relaxes the iid assumption. See also Algoet and Cover (1988) and Thorp
(2011).

So what do we conclude on this Samuelson objection number 4? We can just dismiss it
based on the Luenberger and Markowitz results as its maximizing the wrong quantity?
Or we can say, yes, he is right but does that matter as we have other limiting results
supporting the E log case?

The essence of one of Samuelson’s objections to the MaxE log rule,as articulated by
Markowitz (2006) is that: if the investor seeks to maximize the expected value of a certain
type of function of final wealth, for a long game of fixed length, then maximizing E log is
not the optimal strategy.

What Samuelson had in mind here is u(w) = αwα, namely,the negative and power utility
functions of which log, namely α → 0 is the limiting member. Of course, we know that
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α > 0, positive power is definitely over betting so let’s assume that α < 0, namely the
utility function not dominated by having less growth and more risk.

This argument rests on the Samuelson (1969) and Mossin (1968) results for power utility
that show myopic behavior assuming independent period by period assets where the in-
vestor rebalances to the same fixed mix portfolio in each period. So the optimal strategy
is this fixed mix portfolio which is not the E log portfolio. When u(w) = log u, the α → 0
case, then there is a myopic policy even for dependent assets, see Hakansson (1971b).

”the wealth of the investor who rebalances to portfolio P exceeds that of the
investor who rebalances to portfolio Q, surely one can say that P does better
than Q in the long run.”

Then, as Markowitz (2006, p 260) concludes:

”Indeed, if we let the length of the game increase, the utility supplied by the max
E log strategy does not even approach that supplied by the optimal strategy.
This assumes that utility of final wealth remains the same as game length
varies. On the other hand, if we assume that it is the utility of rate-of-growth-
achieved, rather than utility of final wealth, that remains the same as length of
game varies, then the E log rule is asymptotically optimal.”

And Markowitz has a nice way of reminding us that betting more than full Kelly is domi-
nated, as Figure 7 shows graphically.

”Perhaps this is a sufficient caveat to attach to the observation that the cau-
tious investor should not select a mean-variance efficient portfolio higher on the
frontier than the point which approximately maximizes expected log(1+return):
for a point higher on the frontier subjects the investor to greater volatility in
the short run and, almost surely, no greater rate-of-growth in the long run.”

2 The Samuelson investors

To understand risk aversion and investment behavior, Samuelson postulated three people
with concave risk averse utility functions. They are

• Tom with u(w) = w1/2, a positive power maximizer.

• Dick with logw, a geometric mean Kelly criterion optimizer and

• Harriet with u(w) = −1/w, who is a half Kelly optimizer (exactly if assets are
lognormal and approximately otherwise).
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Harriet, who is half Kelly, has a limited degree of risk aversion and according to Samuelson
fits well with lots of empirical Wall Street equity premium data. Tom, who is betting
double Kelly, is over betting, see Figure 7, and will eventually go bankrupt. I add two
more investors to complete the spectrum. They include one very conservative investor and
one very risky investor.

• Ida who is approaching infinitely risk averse has u(w) = − 1
Nw , with N→ ∞

• Victor is on the other extreme, infinitely risky with linear utility

Ida represents the famous Ida May Fuller of Ludlow, Vermont who was the first US social
security recipient receiving check number 00-000-001 on January 31, 1940. Ida paid $24.75
into the social security fund, then lived to be 100 and collected nearly 1000 times her
investment, namely $22,889, before she died at age 100.

On the other extreme is Victor, who is inspired by hedge fund trader Victor Niederhoffer.
who historically has alternated between huge returns and disasters with a much greater
than full Kelly betting strategy. This is over betting and dominated in a mean risk sense
where risk is the probability of not achieving a high goal before falling to a low wealth
level, see Figure 7. An account of some of his trading up to mid 2007 is in Ziemba and
Ziemba (2013). In the ensuing years, more ups and downs have occurred. For our Victor,
I assume that the trader is at the absolute limit of 0 absolute and relative risk aversion.
Table 4 describes the absolute and relative risk aversion properties of these five investors,
all of which had constant relative risk aversion (CRRA).

Table 4: The five investors in the Samuelson Experiment

The Investors
Victor Tom Dick Harriet Ida

w w
1
2 log w − 1

w
− 1

NW
, N → ∞

linear positive power geometric mean optimizer half Kelly infinitely risk averse

Absolute RA − u′
u′(w)

0 1
2w

1
2

2
w

∞
Relative RA − wu′′(w)

u′(w)
0 1

2
1 2 ∞

Consider the investment where cash returns zero and stock returns with equal 1/2 proba-
bility either $4 or $0.25 for each $1 bet in each period.

Test 1: If you must put 100% of your nest egg in only one option, which do you pick?

max
x=0,1

[1
2
xu(4) + (1− x)u

(1
4

)]

Tom and Victor choose all stock, x∗ = 1

Dick is indifferent
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Harriet and Ida choose all cash x∗=0 stock

Given a horizon of n > 1 periods until the final date of your retirement. All three say no
change.

Test 2: The blending portfolio optimization case. Using

max
x

[
1

2
u(4x+ 1− x) +

1

2
u

(
1

4

)
x+ 1− x

]

gives

Harriet x∗ = 2
9 stock, 1− x∗ = 7

9 cash
Tom x∗ = 1 stock, cash=0
Dick x∗ = 1

2 stock, 1− x∗ = 1
2 cash

With certainty equivalents

u(CE) =
1

2
u(4) +

1

2
u

(
1

4

)

CE = u−1

[
1

2
u(4) +

1

2
u

(
1

4

)]
≡ E(4, 1)

The certainty equivalents for our investors are:

Tom CE = KM =
[
1
2

√
4 + 1

2

√
1/4

]2
= 1 + 9

16

Dick CE = GM =
√

4 ∗ 1
4 = 1

Harriet CE = HM =
[
1
2

(
1
4

)
+ 1

2(4)
]−1

= 1− 9
17

Victor bets 2 by borrowing 1 at zero interest so CE = AM = 2 + 1
8 .

Ida bets zero so CE = IM = 0.

Here, IM, HM, GM, KM and AM are infinitely risk averse mean, harmonic mean, geometric
mean, root-squared mean, and the arithmetic mean, respectively.

0 = IM < HM < GM < KM � AM =
1

2
(4) +

1

2

(
1

4

)
= 2

1

8

For the double full Kelly betting case, the growth rate is zero plus the risk free rate which
is assumed to be zero (see Thorp, 2011). Dick who bet x∗ = 1

2 stock maximizing Elog now
bets x∗ = 1, all stock.
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• The 4th investor Victor, with a linear utility w, bets x∗ = 1 all stock, the same as
Tom but in more complex multi-asset cases, Victor will bet even more than Tom
and have a negative growth rate and go bankrupt faster than Tom

• The 5th investor, who is infinitely risk averse, Harriet’s sister Ida, bets nothing and
lives off her cash until she dies

What if Dick persuades Harriet to replace her x∗ = 2
9 with his x∗ = 1

2? The loss in her
CE dollars below her best CE* dollars is equivalent to her having agreed to throw away
a definable percentage of her initial wealth. What is left,invested her proper way, will fall
short of what she could have received by measurable deadweight loss. Dick could also do
harm to Tom if Tom gives up x∗ = 1 and goes along with Dick’s x∗ = 1

2

Can these one-period harms erode away after Tom and Harriet come to shoot themselves
in their respective feet two times, three times . . . N= 10010 times? No. No such Limit
Theorem is valid. For N large, N
 1, x∗ = 2

9 and x∗ = 1
2 and x∗ = 1 each produce

on retirement date three different wide-spread Log Normal limit distributions. Tom’s Log
Normal has the largest absolute arithmetic mean dollars. Harriet’s has the least absolute
arithmetic mean dollars. However, at Harriet’s request we calculate the three H.M’s. Hers
is the largest!

In a duel between any two neighbors, where we maximize A’s probability of being ahead
of B when they both retire at the same time and start to invest at the same time, Dick
types will beat out both Harriet types and Tom types. And Dick’s probability edge will go
to 1 (almost) as N→ ∞ These are then the Breiman (1961) Theorems in the limit.

In Samuelson’s words

”the MacLean and Ziemba (see MacLean, Ziemba and Blazenko, 1992) proba-
bility, twlarge

< twsmall
versus the growth rate do this, but in finite, calculable

time, as shown in Figure 7.”

As the simulation above shows, the full Kelly strategy gives very high final wealth most of
the time. But it is possible to have low final wealth with no leveraging (-98%) and many
times w0 lost with leveraging as examples in MacLean, Thorp, Zhao and Ziemba (2011)
show.

For two outcome stocks, we can solve for x∗ as the root of the equation

d

dx

[
1

2
U(3x+ 1) +

1

2
U

(
1− 3

4
x

)]
= 0.

x∗ can be found for these three neighbors by solving a linear equation because all three
utilities have Constant Relative Risk Aversion,
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In general, to obtain the max E log portfolio, one must solve a constrained non-linear
one-period stochastic programming model to calculate the optimal portfolio weights like
the racetrack portfolio model below where the effect of our bets on the odds is in the
model.

3 Selected applications and endorsements

This section discusses various applications of Kelly investing starting with two applications
of mine. The first is trading the turn-of-the-year effect using futures in the stock market.
The first paper on that was Clark and Ziemba (1988) and because of the huge advantage
at the time suggested a large full Kelly wager approaching 75% of initial wealth. But there
are risks, transaction costs, margin requirements, and other uncertainties which suggested
a lower wager of 25% Kelly. They traded successfully for the years 1982/83 to 1986/87 -
the first four years of futures in the TOY. Futures in the S&P500 having just begun. I then
continued this trade of long small cap minus short large cap measured by the Value Line
small cap index and the large cap S&P500 index for ten more years with gains each year.
At the end, I was 7% of the Value Line futures market volume and I stopped trading this
for two reasons. First, the Value Line contracts volume was becoming less and less which
suggested trouble exiting positions. Secondly, I taught the trade as a consultant to Peter
Muller’s group at Morgan Stanley in New York - a group that later became famous gaining
$5 billion in profits, the most of any group at that firm. I knew that competing with them
was too dangerous for me since their wealth was so much greater than mine. I continued
to write papers on this but did not trade it until the 2009/10 TOY. Consulting to noted
options trader Blair Hull got me back in this market using the Russell 2000 as the small
cap futures index. That year and the next five years going into 2014 produced profits. The
plots and tables describing these trades for the 14 years from 1982/83 to 1995/96 and for
the years 2009/10, 2010/11 and 2011/12 are in Ziemba (2012).

The size of the positions were about 15% fractional Kelly. The January effect still exists
in the futures markets but now is totally in December contrary to the statements in most
finance books such as Malkiel (2011). Programmed trading, high frequency trading and
other factors add to the complexity so position size and risk must be lowered.

These turn of the year bets are large, however, the Kelly wagers can be very small even
with a large edge if the probability of winning is low. An example is betting on unpopular
numbers in lotto games. MacLean, Ziemba and Blazenko (1992) show that with an 82.7%
edge, the full Kelly wager is only 65 $1 tickets per $10 million of ones fortune. This is
because most of the edge is in very low probability of winning the Jackpot and second
prize. While there is a substantial edge, the chance of winning a substantial amount is
small and indeed to have a high probability of a large gain requires a very long time, in
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the millions of years.

The second application of mine is in horse racing. First in a simulation of betting on the
Kentucky Derby from 1934 to 2005, the full Kelly log bettor has the most total wealth at
the horizon but has the most bumpy ride: $2500 becomes $16,861; see Figure 2. The half
Kelly bettor ends up with much less, $6945 but has a much smoother ride. The system is
based on the place and show betting system described in Hausch, Ziemba and Rubinstein
(1981), using a dosage breeding filter based on pedigree to eliminate horses that do not
have the stamina to win the 11

4 mile derby on the first Saturday in May of their three year
old career. A comparison with random betting proxied by betting on the favorite in the
race, shows how difficult it is to win at horseracing with the 16% track take plus breakage
(rounding payoffs down to the nearest 20 cents per $2 bet) at Churchill Downs. Betting
on the favorite turns $2500 into $480. Random betting has even lower final wealth at the
horizon since favorites are underbet.

Figure 2: Wealth history of some Kentucky Derby bets, 1934-2005, Kelly, half Kelly and
betting on the favorite, using a dosage filter.

Professional racetrack betting in the modern era is different from standard at the track
betting through the mutuel pools. The bets are made in an office with computer and TV
screens. Rebate is given to large bettors so their effective track take is less. The actual
track take is shared by the track which takes less than usual, the rebator and the bettor.
Bettors outside the US can also make short as well as long bets on Betfair in London for
example. There are about eight worldwide syndicates or teams making successful racetrack
bets all who are Kelly type wagering to size their bets.

In general, Kelly bets are large and risky short term and proceed by computing an op-
timization of a non linear stochastic program like the following, that considers exact
transaction costs, that is the effect of the bets on the prices (odds).
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The model to maximize the expected utility capital growth model for racetrack place and
show bets is

max
pi,si

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i
j �=i

n∑
k=i
k �=i,j

qiqjqk
(1− qi)(1− qi − qj)

log

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Q(P+
∑n

l=1 pl)−(pi+pj+Pij)

2

×
[

pi
pi+Pi

+
pj

pj+Pj

]

+
Q(S+

∑n
l=1 sl)−(si+sj+sk+Sijk)

3

×
[

si
si+Si

+
sj

sj+Sj
+ sk

sk+Sk

]
+w0 −

∑n
l=i

l �=i,j,k

sl −
∑n

l=i
l �=i,j

pl

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

s.t.
n∑

l=1

(pl + sl) � w0, pl � 0, sl � 0, l = 1, . . . , n,

Plus other constraints on the size of the pl and sl.

If rebate is available it is then added to final wealth inside the large brackets by adding
the rebate rate times all the bets,winners and losers, namely

r(
n∑

l=1

(pl + sl)

where

• The effect of transactions costs which is called slippage in commodity trading is illus-
trated with the above place/show horseracing optimization formulation; see Hausch,
Ziemba and Rubinstein (1981).

• Here qi is the probability that i wins, and the Harville probability of an ij finish is
qiqj
1−qi

, etc.

• That is qj/1 − qj is the probability that j wins a race that does not contain i, that
is, comes second to i.

• Q, the track payback, is about 0.82 (but is about 0.90 with professional rebates).

• The players’ bets are to place pj and show sk for each of the about ten horses in the
race out of the players’ wealth w0. The bets by the crowd are Pi with

∑n
i=1 Pi = P

and Sk with
∑n

k=1 Sk = S.

• The payoffs are computed so that for place, the first two finishers, say i and j, in
either order share the net pool profits once each Pi and pi bets cost of say $1 is
returned.
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• The show payoffs are computed similarly.

In practice, given limited time to make bets, one uses regression approximations to the
expected value and optimal wager that are functions of only four numbers, namely, the
totals to win and place for the horse in question and the totals bet.

The expected value approximations are (using 1000s) of sample calculations of the nonlinear
programming model:

Ex Placei = 0.319 + 0.559

(
wi/w

pi/p

)

Ex Showi = 0.543 + 0.369

(
wi/w

si/s

)
.

Then, this system gets implemented easily looking at only these four numbers for place or
show bets. There are corresponding Kelly bet approximations that can be used in a hand
held calculator.

An application of real money bet with this system in 2004 is shown in Figure 3. The initial
wealth was w0=US$5,000. At each wager opportunity there is either no bet or a full Kelly
bet using the model above with rebate collected on winning and losing bets. Then w(t)
became w(t+1) after each wager winning or losing. The system was programmed by John
Swetye to search for bets at 80 racetracks in North America. They system lost about 7%
largely because the racetrack market combines bets made at many other racetracks and
betting sites into one pool at the last minute. So betting like ours is not recorded into the
pools until after the race is running. About half the money is entered then and that alters
the odds we used at the end of betting. Our calculation takes into account the bets by
other people and the effect of our bets on the odds. The rebate averaged 9% so we had a
net gain of about 2% or $26,500.
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Figure 3: Racetrace betting record of the place and show system
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The remainder of this section has examples and applications by other people. There is
much secrecy in investment management and most will not provide information even if I
know that they are Kelly bettors or even worked or consulted with them.

Kelly investing has several characteristics. It is not diversified but instead places large
bets on the few very best assets. Hence, given the large bets, the portfolio can have a
considerable monthly losses. But the long run growth of wealth is usually high.

The seminal application of the Kelly strategy is to a large sequence of similar investments.
A good example of this is the Renaissance Medallion hedge fund which has thousands of
3-8 second trades. I taught Jim Simons, head of the Medallion Fund, about the advantages
of Kelly betting in 1992. The Kelly strategy provides good wagers where the size of the
bets depend upon the characteristics of the situation. Despite very high fees of 5% for
management plus 44% of the net new profits, the gains have been outstanding as shown
in Figure 4. There are very few monthly losses and a smooth wealth graph. The data
available was monthly from January 1993 to April 2005, see the discussion in Gergaud and
Ziemba (2012). Subsequent monthly results are not available but the yearly net returns up
to the end of 2009 according to Insider Monkey (2010) were

2006 44.3%
2007 73.0%
2008 80.0%
2009 39.0%.
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Figure 4: Renaissance Medallion Fund, January 1993 to April 2005

George Soros and Warren Buffett, two of the world’s most successful investors, bet as
if they were fully Kelly investors. There is no direct proof of this but there is a lot of
circumstantial evidence. Each of them has many investments but as Table 5 shows, these
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portfolios are very concentrated in very few investments and have other characteristics of
full Kelly portfolios..

Table 5: Top ten equity holdings of Soros Fund Management and Berkshire Hathaway,
September 30, 2008. Source: SEC Filings

Soros Fund Management
Company Current Value x 1000 Shares % Portfolio

Petroleo Brasileiro SA $1,673,048 43,854,474 50.53
Potash Corp Sask Inc 378,020 3,341, 027 11.58
Wal Mart Stores Inc 195,320 3,791,890 5.95
Hess Corp 115,001 2,085,988 4.49
Conoco Phillips 96,855 1,707,900 3.28
Research in Motion Ltd 85,840 1,610,810 2.88
Arch Coal Inc 75,851 2,877,486 2.48
iShares TR 67,236 1,300,000 2.11
Powershares QQQ Trust 93,100 2,000,000 2.04
Schlumberger Ltd 33,801 545,000 1.12

Berkshire Hathaway
Company Current Value x 1000 Shares % Portfolio

ConocoPhillips $4,413,390 77,955,80 8.17
Procter & Gamble Co 4,789,440 80,252,000 8.00
Kraft Fods Inc 3,633,985 120,012,700 5.62
Wells Fargo & Co 1,819,970 66,132,620 3.55
Wesco Finl Corp 1,927,643 5,703,087 2.91
US Bancorp 1,1366,385 49,461,826 2.55
Johnson & Johnson 1,468,689 24,588,800 2.44
Moody’s 1,121,760 48,000,000 2.34
Wal Mart Stores, Inc 1,026,334 19,944,300 1.71
Anheuser Busch Cos, Inc 725,201 13,845,000 1.29

Both Soros and Buffett go for long term growth with many monthly losses but large final
wealth, another characteristic of full Kelly betting. Figure 5 shows their results from
December 1985 to April 2000.

Figure 6 shows that Berkshire has had the most large monthly gains and the most large
monthly losses for the funds in the sample that Ziemba (2005) got from Larry Siegel of
the Ford Foundation. So both the Sharpe ratio and my downside symmetric Sharpe ratio
(DSSR) are not high compared to other great traders such as Thorp or Simons. But as
shown by Frazzani, Kabiller and Petersen (2012), Berkshire has a higher Sharpe ratio
than any US stock or mutual fund with a history of more than 30 years. The secret to
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Figure 5: Growth of assets, log scale, various high performing funds, 1985-2000. Source:
Ziemba (2005) using data from Siegel, Kroner and Clifford (2001)

Buffett’s success seems to be leveraging (about 1.6 to 1 using low cost and stable sources
of financing much from his insurance businesses) plus a focus on cheap, safe, quality, low
beta stocks.

Other famed investors such as John Maynard Keynes, running the King’s College Cam-
bridge endowment from 1927-1945; Bill Benter, the famed Hong Kong racing guru; and Ed
Thorp, running the Princeton Newport hedge fund from 1968-88, all had excellent records
and used Kelly and fractional Kelly strategies.

How much should you bet?

A real example of this by Mohnish Pabrai (2007), who won the bidding for the 2008
lunch with Warren Buffett paying more than $600,000, had the following investment in
Stewart Enterprises as discussed by Edward Thorp (2010). Over a 24-month period, with
probability 0.80 the investment at least doubles, with 0.19 probability the investment breaks
even and with 0.01 probability all the investment is lost.

The optimal Kelly bet is 97.5% of wealth and half Kelly is 38.75%. Pabrai invested 10%.
While this seems rather low, other investment opportunities, miscalculation of probabilities,
risk tolerance, possible short run losses, bad scenario Black Swan events, price pressures,
buying in and exiting suggest that a bet a lot lower than 97.5% is appropriate.

The original application of Kelly betting strategies was in Ed Thorp’s book Beat the Dealer
(1960) where card counting was introduced to get better mean gain estimates. The edge
for a successful card counter varies from about -5% to +10% depending upon the favor-
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Figure 6: Return distributions of all the funds, quarterly returns distribution, December
1985 to March 2000. Source: Ziemba (2005)

ability of the deck. By wagering more in favorable situations and less or nothing when
the deck is unfavorable, an average weighted edge is about 1-2%. Thorp’s book changed
the casino business dramatically and expanded the play by professionals and advanced
amateurs. Throughout the years, millions of people bought this and later books on this
blackjack betting and attempted to use the card counting betting system and the Kelly
sizing procedure. An approximation to provide insight into the long-run behavior of a
player’s fortune is to assume that the game is a Bernoulli trial with a probability of success
p = 0.51 and probability of loss q=1-p= 0.49.

Figure 7 shows the relative growth rate πln(1 + p)(1 − π)ln(1 − π) versus the fraction
of the investor’s wealth wagered, π. The security curves show the bounds on the true
probability of doubling or quadrupling before halving. This is maximized by the Kelly log
bet π∗ = p − q = 0.02. The growth rate is lower for smaller and for larger bets than the
Kelly bet. Superimposed on this graph is also the probability that the investor doubles or
quadruples the initial wealth before losing half of this initial wealth. Since the growth rate
and the security are both decreasing for π > π∗,, it follows that it is never advisable to
wager more than π∗.

The growth rate of a bet that is exactly twice the Kelly bet, namely 2π∗ = 0.04, is zero
plus the risk-free rate of interest.3 Figure 7 illustrates this. Hence log betting is the most
aggressive investing that one should ever consider. The root of hedge fund disasters is
frequently caused by bets above π∗ when they are highly levered as well. Table 6 shows

3See Harry Markowitz’s proof in Ziemba (2003) and the more general proof of Edward Thorp (2011)
and the graphs in MacLean, Ziemba and Blazenko (1992).
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Figure 7: Probability of doubling and quadrupling before halving and relative growth
rates versus fraction of wealth wagered for Blackjack (2% advantage, p=0.51 and q=0.49).
Source: McLean, Ziemba and Blazenko (1992).

Table 6: Growth Rates Versus Probability of Doubling Before Halving for Blackjack.
Source: MacLean and Ziemba (1999)

0.1 0.999 0.19
0.2 0.998 0.36

Range 0.3 0.98 0.51
for 0.4 Safer 0.94 Less Growth 0.64
Blackjack 0.5 0.89 0.75
Teams 0.6 Riskier 0.83 More Growth 0.84

0.7 0.78 0.91
0.8 0.74 0.96
0.9 0.70 0.99
1.0 Kelly 0.67 1.00
1.5 0.56 0.75

Overkill → 2.0 0.50 0.00
Too Risky
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typical fractional Kelly strategies that have been used by blackjack teams. See Ziemba
and Ziemba (2013) for discussions of several hedge fund disaster examples including Long
Term Capital Management, Amarath, Niederhoffer and Societié Generale.

Bill Gross, the world’s largest bond trader. uses Kelly betting at PIMCO. During an
interview in the Wall Street Journal (March 22-23, 2008) Bill Gross and Ed Thorp discussed
turbulence in the markets, hedge funds and risk management. Bill considered the question
of risk management after he read Ed Thorp’s Beat the Dealer in 1966. That summer he was
off to Las Vegas to beat blackjack. Just as Ed did some years earlier, he sized his bets in
proportion to his advantage, following the Kelly Criterion as described in Beat the Dealer,
and ran his $200 bankroll up to $10,000 over the summer. Bill has gone from managing
risk for his tiny bankroll to managing risk for Pacific Investment Management Companys
(PIMCO) investment pool of almost $1 trillion. He still applies lessons he learned from
the Kelly Criterion. As Bill said, ”Here at PIMCO it doesn’t matter how much you have,
whether its $200 or $1 trillion Professional blackjack is being played in this trading room
from the standpoint of risk management and thats a big part of our success”. [Note:
recently Gross left PIMCO to start a new fund.]

In a cover quote for the book MacLean, Thorp and Ziemba (2011), Gross added that

”Ed Thorp and the Kelly criterion have been a lighthouse for risk management
for me and PIMCO for over 45 years. First at the blackjack tables and then
in portfolio management, the Kelly system has helped to minimize risk and
maximize return for thousands of PIMCO clients”

Thorp in an email to me on September 1, 2010 added

”The background here, briefly, is that he first read Beat the Dealer, went to
Las Vegas for the summer after he graduated, ran $200 into $10,000, and went
into the service. Two years later he read Beat the Market, wrote a thesis on
convertible bonds at UCI, and as a result was hired by Pacific Mutual, leading
to his founding PIMCO, etc.”

Most applications choose the Kelly fraction in an ad hoc way. One approach to deter-
mining discrete time optimal Kelly fractions was proposed by MacLean, Sanegre, Zhao
and Ziemba (2004). Their model has a pre-determined ex ante wealth path through time.
Then the fractional Kelly wagers that maximize the growth rate are determined subject
to the constraint that the portfolio stays above the path a high percentage of the time. In
MacLean, Zhao and Ziemba (2012), they extend the analysis to have the additional feature
that if the path is violated, then the violations are penalized with a convex function. So the
larger the violation, the larger the penalty. This model then tends to force the decisions to
be such that the path is not violated. One cannot have too aggressive wealth paths. But
for example, if the wealth path is constant at w(0) you have a form of portfolio insurance
aiming for close to zero losses but with reasonably high growth.
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4 Conclusions

The Kelly capital growth strategy has been used successfully by many investors and specu-
lators during the past fifty years. Rubinstein (1976) makes the case for it to be the premier
model of financial markets. Poundstone (2005) popularizes this in Fortune’s Formula. In
this paper I describe its main advantages, namely its superiority in producing long run
maximum wealth from a sequence of favorable investments in my response to Professor
Samuelson. The seminal application is to an investment situation that has many repeated
similar bets over a long time horizon. In all cases one must have a winning system that is
one with a positive expectation. Then the Kelly and fractional Kelly strategies (those with
less long run growth but more security) provide a superior bet sizing strategy. The mathe-
matical properties prove maximum asymptotic long run growth. But short term there can
be high volatility. Examples include the initial application by Thorp in 1960 to blackjack
and my applications to horseracing, the turn-of-the-year effect, and other financial market
anomalies. Important successful hedge funds such as Renaissance Medallion, Bill Gross
at PIMCO, Bill Benter’s Hong Kong racing syndicate and Harry McPike’s trend following
syndicate have made extra millions from the use of the Kelly strategies. Other examples of
investors who behave as if they were full or close to full Kelly investors are Warren Buffett,
George Soros and John Maynard Keynes who all have portfolios with the following Kelly
characteristics.:

”the portfolios are highly concentrated, not diversified, with huge posi-
tions in the few very best investments with much monthly variation and many
monthly losses but very high final wealth most of the time.”

In this paper, I describe how one makes the investment bets using static stochastic non-
linear programming that takes the effect of our wagers on the prices into account. The
paper responds to the critique of Professor Paul A Samuelson in letters to me and papers
reprinted in the Kelly book by MacLean, Thorp and Ziemba (2011). The basic criticisms
are largely concerned with over betting, the major culprit of hedge fund disasters and
theoretical long run properties of the strategy that do not affect the applications.

If properly used the Kelly strategy provides a superior long term wealth maximizing tech-
nique and the examples in the paper show its use in practice. The main conclusions of the
simulation studies are:

1. the great superiority of full Kelly and close to full Kelly strategies to other strategies
over longer horizons with very large gains a large fraction of the time;

2. that the short term performance of Kelly and high fractional Kelly strategies is very
risky;

3. that there is a consistent tradeoff of growth versus security as a function of the bet
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size determined by the various strategies; and

4. that no matter how favorable the investment opportunities are or how long the finite
horizon is, a sequence of bad scenarios can lead to very poor final wealth outcomes,
with a loss of most of the investor’s initial capital.
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